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Wisconsin’s Chapter ~ Interested & Involved

During this time in history:
(December 1803 - December 1805)
(The source for all entries is, "The Journals of
the Lewis & Clark Expedition edited by Gary
E. Moulton, U. of Nebraska Press, 19832001.)
Our journal entries compare the building of
Camp Wood and Forts Mandan and Clatsop.
December 13, 1803, CAMP WOOD, IL,
Clark: “…We fixed on a place to build huts.
Set the men to clearing land and cutting logs.
A hard wind all day and flying clouds…”
December 16, 1803, Clark: “Continue to raise
the cabins. Sent off Charles Floyd to Cahokia with letters for Capt. Lewis to put in the
post office…”
December 20, 1803, Clark: “I detain a wagon
to haul logs for my building…The men move
into their huts this evening…”
December 22 & 23, 1803, Clark: “…A mist
of rain, which prevents our doing much to our
huts today. At 3 o’clock Drouillard and 8
men and 2 horses arrive from Tennessee…we
continue to put up my huts; the men are much
fatigued from putting up and carrying logs…”
December 27, 1803, Clark: “…I nearly finish
my Chimney today…”
December 30, 1803, Clark: “…I move into
my hut…”
November 2, 1804, FORT MANDAN, ND,
Lewis: “This morning early we fixed on the
site for our fortification which we immediately set about. This place we have named Fort
Mandan in honor of our neighbors.”
November 4, 1804, Clark: “A fine morning;
we continued to cut down trees and raise our
houses. A Mr. Charbonneau, interpreter for
the Gros Ventres Nation came to see us…
This man wished to hire as an interpreter.”

(Continued-See “Grey Column” page 2)
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“Gray Column” Continued from page 1
November 11, 1804, Clark: “A cold day, continued at work at
the fort. Two men cut themselves with an ax…”
November 16 &17, 1804, Sgt. Ordway: “…We continued
building; raised a provision and smoke house 24 feet by 14
feet…The party all moved into the huts.”
November 20, 1804, Clark: “Capt. Lewis and myself move into
our huts, a very hard wind from the West all the after part of the
day; a temperate day.
December 7, 1805, FORT CLATSOP, OR, Clark: “…We ascended a river…to the first point of high land on the West side;
the place Capt. Lewis had viewed and formed in a thick growth
of pine about 200 yards from the river. This situation is on a
rise about 30 feet higher than the high tides level and thickly
covered with lofty pine. This is certainly the most eligible situation for our purposes of any in its neighborhood...”
December 13, 1805, Clark: “…We continue building our houses of the straightest logs. Sent out 2 men to split timber to cover the cabins and I am glad to find the timber splits beautifully
and of any width.”
December 23, 1805, Clark: “Rained without intermission all the
last night and today…Capt. Lewis and myself move into our
hut today – unfinished…”
December 25, 1805, Clark: “Hard rain at different times last
night and all this day…men all employed in finishing their huts
and moving into them…”
December 25, 1805, Sgt. Ordway: “…We all moved into our
new fort, which our officers name Fort Clatsop after the name
of the Clatsop Nation of Indians who live nearest to us…”
December 30, 1805, Clark: “…The fort was completed this
evening and at sun set we let the Indians know that our custom
will be to shut the gates at sun set, at which time they must all
go out of the fort…”

April Meeting - continued from page 1

Plan to attend our spring chapter meeting in Fond
du Lac, WI in the McLane Room of the Fond du
Lac Public Library, 32 Sheboygan Street. The
meeting will start at 9:30 A.M.
We will begin with a business meeting to update
you on activities in our Chapter and the Lewis and
Clark Trail Heritage Foundation. It is that time of
the year again when we will be voting on our annual
donation to the Foundation and we will talk briefly
about the Foundation’s 49th annual meeting in
Billings, Montana where the theme will be
“William Clark on the Rochejhone”.
After a short break, we will have a very interesting
presentation by chapter members Jim (founder of

our chapter) Gramentine and his wife,
Ray. Their presentation will cover
aspects of U.S. history, Arizona history, buffalo soldiers in Arizona and
Ray’s family history.
In 1886, two troops of buffalo soldiers
were stationed in Arizona as part of
the efforts to capture the Apaches and
especially, Geronimo. While in Arizona the soldiers erected a monument
Jim Gramentine
to former President, James A. Garfield. (Shown left)
Jim and Ray became aware of the
monument and wondered why buffalo
soldiers would erect a monument to
Garfield. This had special interest for
Ray since Garfield is her greatgrandfather. It was not just a mystery
of U.S. or Arizona history but also one
of family history. And so the investigation began. Considerable research
went into attempting to find the connection between Garfield and the soldiers and Jim and Ray
will share that story with us.
Join us for an interesting time and an interesting story.
Following the meeting we will gather at a local restaurant for
lunch.

“The Game” Returns
The April 8th meeting of the Badger
State Chapter will be enlivened by
the return of “The Game.“ This popular feature is based on the awarding
of generous prizes to lucky ticketholders. The prizes share a Lewis &
Clark theme. Previous prizes have
included hats, shirts, books, games,
puzzles, videos, framed pictures and
drawings, and thirteen-star flags.
Jack Schroeder

To celebrate the return of The Game,
the Traditions Committee has, for the first time, directed me
to announce in advance the prizes which will be available at
that meeting.
Never before offered to the Chapter, a hard cover limited edition copy of First Across the Continent: The Story of the Lewis & Clark Expedition by Noah Continued on Page 3
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Brooks is paired with the Na- Continued from page 3
tional Geographic DVD title
Lewis & Clark: Great Journey West. This boxed set
was privately published at Christmas 2003.

peratures when Mary and I are attending this year’s
annual meeting in Billings, MT.
As most of you who are Foundation members probably know from reading the February 2017 issue of
“We Proceeded On”, the 49th annual meeting of the
Foundation will be held in Billings from July 23 – 26,
2017 with the theme: “William Clark on the
Rochejhone (Yellowstone)” It should be an interesting meeting, especially the topics dealing with the
recently located site of Clark’s canoe camp on the
Yellowstone River. I encourage you to attend; information on the annual meeting and registration can be
found
at
rochejhone.weebly.com/2017-nationalmeeting.html.

The Great Journey West DVD, which was nationally
exhibited in the IMAX format, will also be offered
separately by itself as a prize.
Of special interest to parents and grandparents who
wish to involve their family members in Lewis &
Clark On The Trail Of Discovery by Rod Gragg will
be available. Subtitled A Museum In A Book, this volume includes removable journal pages, maps, and artifacts. It also includes some of the best L&C art from
many prominent artists.

You may recall that in the January 2017 issue of
“Field Notes” I talked about our chapter’s vision.
While thinking about the concept of a vision I also
considered our mission. I reviewed our chapter membership brochure where we include our chapter mission statement and it says the “Mission of the Badger
State Chapter is to encourage, support and undertake
projects that stimulate and advance public knowledge
and awareness of the historical, social and cultural
significance of the Lewis & Clark Expedition.”

Among the most accomplished artists of the American
west is Karl Bodmer. The Swiss national overwintered at Fort Clark in 1833-34, and produced detailed portraits of the Plains Indians he met there. A
set of 12 notecards featuring Bodmer prints with envelopes will also be one of the prizes presented.
For those members who are interested in the lives of
the Expedition members after they returned from their
adventure, George Laycock's book, “The Mountain
Men” contains stories of George Drouillard, John Colter, John Potts and others of their fur trapping brethren. More hair-raising (literally) encounters with Natives and grizzly bears is assured.

I believe we have a good history of operating within
our mission statement and the most recent evidence of
that is the completion of our “Alexander Willard in
Wisconsin” project led by chapter member, Tom
Strauss. I thought of all the other projects we were a
part of and thought perhaps not all of our members
recall or realize what contributions our chapter has
made to fulfill our mission. So, let’s go down
memory lane and recall a few.

For most of us, it is the companionship of our fellow
members that make attending a quarterly meeting
meaningful and fun. Others perhaps just want a reason
to go out for lunch. Now we can also look forward to
several rounds of “The Game,” and a chance to improve our L&C collections. I hope to see you there.

Probably our first chapter effort to support Lewis and
Clark history was making a $250 contribution to the
building of the Lewis and Clark memorial at Kaw
Point in Kansas City, MO by purchasing a commemorative brick, which I was able to locate again at the
2015 Foundation annual meeting in Kansas City.

President’s Message
By: Jim Rosenberger
Hopefully, as you read this column spring time will be in the air
and we will be moving forward
into a more pleasant climate for a
few months. My wife, Mary, and
I were fortunate enough to spend
three weeks in January in Hawaii on the island of Kauai but once we returned, February welcomed us with
some snow, ice and cold weather and brought us back
to the reality of Wisconsin weather. At the same time,
I realize I will probably be thinking about cooler tem-

This was followed by further contributions to such
organizations as the Pompey Pillar Historical Association to support a land/building dispute; Fort Clatsop to
rebuild after a fire; the Center for the Study of the
American Constitution in recognition of John Kaminski speaking to our chapter on a number of occasions;
Aztalan State Park for a matching gift effort to build a
visitor center and in recognition of Robert Birmingham
Continued on page 4
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Foundation Awards Program
The Badger Chapter recently received a communication from the Lewis and Clark Trail Heritage Foundation reminding us about the annual Foundation
Awards program with emphasis on the fact that individual Foundation members can nominate candidates
for Foundation Awards. The 2017 nominations are
due on Monday, April 3, 2017. Foundation awards
are typically presented at the Foundation’s annual
meeting. Unfortunately, we were unable to get this
information coordinated with our newsletter publishing date so obviously it will be impossible for you to
get award nominations to the Foundation within the
given time frame. However, this remains important
information for award nominations in future years.
Information about the awards can be found on the
Foundation website, www.lewisandclark.org. Go to
“About Us” and then to “Foundation Awards”. Information about the awards as well as application forms
to submit an award along with instructions will be
found there. The awards committee will review applications and Jane Knox is the chair of the Awards
Committee. Any questions about the forms, process,
and criteria for any of these awards or about which
award might be appropriate for your candidate should
be emailed to the committee chair, Jane Knox, at
knox.jane@lewisandclark.org.

Continued from page 3

speaking to our chapter on a number of occasions.
One of the efforts we are most proud of is a financial
and advisory contribution we made to the publication
of the book, “Exploring with Lewis and Clark; The
1804 Journal of Charles Floyd” edited by James
Holmburg and guided to publication by chapter member Chuck Hatfield.
Each year since 2007 we have made a financial contribution to the Lewis and Clark Trail Heritage Foundation which has totaled a little over $4,000. In 2010
our chapter hosted the board of directors meeting for
the Lewis and Clark Trail Heritage Foundation in
Madison. Since 2002 we have had four chapter members who have served on the Foundation board of directors; two of which have served as Foundation President and one, Mark Nelezen, currently serves on the
Foundation board.

The committee asks that you keep the Awards Objectives and the Foundation Mission in mind when nominating candidates and they are as follows;
FOUNDATION AWARDS OBJECTIVES: Awards
recognize outstanding contributions. They are presented only when deemed appropriate. Thus, any particular award may not be presented on an annual basis;
conversely, multiple awards in the same category may
be presented in one year if several outstanding contributions warrant such action.

We have a number of chapter members who spend a
good deal of their time speaking to groups and gatherings about Lewis and Clark history and related topics
and we owe them a debt of gratitude as they help fulfill our mission.

FOUNDATION MISSION: The Lewis and Clark
Trail Heritage Foundation (LCTHF) is an international membership organization that remains committed to
all things Lewis and Clark. We provide citizen support to the Lewis and Clark National Historic Trail
and related sites and have been doing so since 1969.

These are just a few examples of how we have worked
to meet the mission that was set for us when the chapter was formed. I think we have accomplished a lot
and there is a lot more that we can do. Today we have
80 members. We have a mission; there is a vision.
Now we need only proceed on.

Our mission is fivefold:
• To advance knowledge through creative scholarship, research, educational programs and reference materials;
Continued on page 5
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•

•

•
•

To monitor and protect the Continued from page 4
Lewis and Clark Trail corridor and associated sites;
To develop and promote opportunities to “walk in
the footsteps” of Lewis and Clark and the Corps
of Discovery;
To support LCTHF members and chapters by
maintaining a national office;
To maintain and provide access to the collections
of the William P. Sherman Library

ists, we just need Official signs and maps to link historic sites, interpretive centers, parks, etc. along the
Eastern 1803 – 1809 route traveled by Lewis and
Clark and members of the Corps of Discovery.
I think that our Wisconsin Representatives and Senators would be surprised we have so many connections
to Lewis and Clark history and would be especially
surprised at our recently completed “Willard in Wisconsin” project. We will need to make them aware of
those connections and our support for the Eastern
Legacy and “coast to coast” trail.

Mission Focus and Goals:
Scholarship and Education
Trail Stewardship
Promotion and Outreach
Membership and Leadership

•
•
•
•

We will keep you posted as the saga of the Eastern
Legacy “proceeds on.”
Jim Rosenberger

We apologize for not getting this information out earlier but please keep in mind for future years and as
you travel the Lewis and Clark Historic Trail, each of
you, as members of the Foundation, have the ability to
nominate candidates for Foundation awards.

Lewis and Clark and Manifest Destiny
By: Jim Rosenberger
When Lewis and Clark and the Corps of Discovery
departed on their expedition to the west coast it was
deemed to be an expedition of exploration, discovery
and science. Certainly, the captains focused on and
accomplished learning more about the territory purchased from France through the Louisiana Purchase.
They brought back valuable information about the
geography of the land they traversed, about the many
Native Nations they met and the great number of new
plants and animals they discovered.

Update on the Eastern Legacy
Thanks to the Ohio River Chapter and Jim Mallory for
reporting on the status of the Eastern Legacy Study.
Some progress has been made on advancing the study
towards Congress but not as much as had been hoped
for. The Public Comment Period ended in 2016. The
Eastern Legacy Study was transmitted from the Midwest Office of the National Park Service (NPS), to the
NPS Washington Office but it has not, as yet, been
sent to Congress. On February 13, 2017, NPS Acting
Director, Mike Reynolds, acknowledged that the
Study was in the Washington office and would be acted on in the near future. No date was given.

But contained within the purpose of the expedition
and President Jefferson’s June 20, 1803 order to Lewis, it is quite probable that there was also a legal value
to the expedition. The expedition would support two
concepts; that of the “Doctrine of Discovery” and that
of “Manifest Destiny”.
Manifest Destiny is the doctrine supporting the continued expansion of the United States as its obvious destiny; a nation of liberty and freedom extending from
coast to coast. The Doctrine of Discovery consists of
legal principles developed in European history but
which have developed over time to support Manifest
Destiny for the United States. There are 10 principles
of the Doctrine of Discovery but relative to the Lewis
and Clark Expedition and because of limited space,
we will only look at two of the
Continued on page 6
doctrines.

Some Congressional meetings raise hope. A joint
Congressional Leadership meeting demonstrated great
interest in a coast to coast Lewis and Clark National
Historic Trail and leaders gave assurance that the NPS
would be asked for the status of the Eastern Legacy
Study. This generates confidence that Congress will
take action on the Study and not take as long as it has
so far for the Study to move along.
Once bills are introduced in the House of Representatives and Senate we will all have the responsibility to
voice our support for the “coast to coast” Lewis and
Clark National Historic Trail to our Representatives
and Senators. Keep in mind that the trail already ex5

The first Doctrine of Discov- Continued from page 5
ery is that of “first discovery”.
This gave the first country to “discover” new lands
property and sovereign rights over those discovered
lands but typically this just created a claim of title to
the new lands and it was usually considered an incomplete title.

Washington City. Gifts, and especially peace medals,
were handed out to the chiefs to demonstrate the union
of the United States and Native Nations. These were
not just formalities to show peace, friendship and
commercial partnership. This also demonstrated to
any others passing through that the United States had
already been here and laid claim to the surrounding
land through a right of discovery.

When the United State completed the Louisiana Purchase this included receiving the rights of discovery
from France. When the Corps of Discovery headed
up the Missouri River there was already a busy traffic
of trade between St. Louis and the Mandan/Hidatsa
villages but now the Lewis and Clark Expedition was
the official government representative of the United
States announcing that the United States was now the
overseer of the land. This is what the captains presented and tried to explain in their speeches to the Native Nations. Additionally, the expedition would be
the first government representatives to explore or
“discover” the land and Native Nations between the
Mandan/Hidatsa villages and the Columbia River
which would reinforce the United States sovereign
rights over these lands.

Likewise, we read journal entries of the Corps of Discovery marking trees along the trail. As examples; on
November 18, 1805 Clark comments that he, Capt.
Lewis and the men marked their names, day of the
month and “by land” on a rock cliff. On November
23, 1805 Clark comments that he and the men marked
their names on trees and Captain Lewis branded his
mark on a tree. Of course, we all know of Captain
Clark’s name carved into Pompey’s Pillar near
Billings, MT. These markings did not just help the
men of the Corps pass time. They again showed the
Americans had been on this land and reinforced the
right of discovery for the United States.
When Lewis and Clark departed Ft. Clatsop for their
return trip they left a written document tacked on the
wall of the fort listing the names of the men on the
expedition, a map of the route they took and explained
to anyone who would read the document that they had
crossed the country under the direction of the United
States. Copies of the document were given to a number of Indian Chiefs. Why did they leave this document? There are probably numerous reasons, but certainly one reason is to show and prove that the United
States had been there and established the right of first
discovery.

The United States already had a right of first discovery in the Columbia River region from the 1792 exploration of the river by Capt. Robert Grey on the ship
Columbia. The arrival by land of the Lewis and Clark
expedition would reinforce the right of first discovery
in this area. It would open the door to Jefferson’s vision of a coast to coast nation of liberty.
But first discovery was not enough. A second element
to the Doctrine of Discovery was for the discovering
country to take physical possession of the new land.
This could be demonstrated by building a fort or settlement and have them occupied for a length of time
by settlers or troops. Lewis and Clark accomplished
this with the construction of Ft. Mandan and probably
more importantly, Ft. Clatsop at the mouth of the Columbia River. Arguably, more temporary sites they
occupied such as at the Great Falls, Camp Chopunnish, and Fort Rock Camp on the Columbia River
could constitute settlements. If so, the United States
could claim the right of discovery all the way across
the country.

The expedition supported the effort to report on the
geography, science and Native Nations of the new
land. But it also helped support the legal principle of
first discovery for the United States.

NOTE: This article is
based on the book;
“Native America, Discovered and Conquered.
Thomas Jefferson, Lewis
and Clark, and Manifest
Destiny”, Robert J. Miller author. My thanks to
chapter member Heinz
Eller for bringing this
book to my attention.

The journals of the Lewis and Clark Expedition contain many entries about the captains making speeches
to Native Nations stating the United States was their
new trade partner, that the Indians prior partners,
Spanish, French and English, were no longer to be
dealt with and the “Great Father” was now located in
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Seaman Says-April 2017

Newsletter Articles
Do you have an interesting thought
about the Lewis & Clark Expedition,
or know someone who shares our interest in “The Journey?” Would you
like to share it with others through this newsletter? Then write to either Jim Rosenberger at
punkinz@tds.net
or
Bill
Holman
at
wghmch@gmail.com. If you don’t have e-mail,
call Bill at (608) 249-2233. If you include a picture, we will be happy to return it upon request.

We continue with the postexpedition journals of Seaman,
recently discovered in the minds
and creative thoughts of the publishers of “Field Notes”
January 3, 1807: Ah, the excitement of our return home continues.
We have arrived in a location
called Washington City and it
seems to be a place of some importance. There are quite a few fancy buildings with more
being built and there seems to be a lot of important people
around and these people apparently make the rules which
humans live by. I understand rules but will have to pay attention what the human versions are.

Treasurer’s Report
The Badger State Chapter had
$4,082.66 in the Treasury as of March
21, 2017. We have 80 Chapter members, 4 of whom are first timers. Chapter members come from Wisconsin, Minnesota,
Michigan, Montana, Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Maryland, Washington, Virginia, & Florida.

There continues to be more gatherings and praise for my Captain Lewis and his men. Captain Clark has still not joined us
and Captain Lewis commented that “his affair of the heart” is
taking longer then he expected. I am again at a loss as to
what that means.
A few nights ago, Captain Lewis took our Indian guests to a
place where people stand on a raised platform, sing, and tell a
story to us all. I found out the place is called a theatre. At
one point the Indians were asked to perform and they did so
by stamping about in a number of their dances as well as yelling out in war whoops and flashing knives and tomahawks in
the air, all the time accompanied by drummers. The people
clapped their hands and yelled approval. I could not hold
myself back and jumped on the stage, running and jumping
among the dancers and barking as the Indians yelled or sang
their songs, just as I had always done on the prairies where
we lived with our Indian friends. At first Captain Lewis
laughed along with the rest of the people but then ordered me
back to his side. Apparently, I had broken a rule.

Badger State Chapter Officers:
Jim Rosenberger…...………………….…….President
Phone: (608)833-2488
E-mail: punkinz@tds.net
Jack Schroeder..…………....…….…...Vice-President
Ph: (608)204-0052 E-mail: alljackallday@gmail.com
Mary Strauss..……...……...……….……….Secretary
Ph: (920)602-1726 E-mail: tormstrauss@gmail.com
Marcia Holman…………....……….…..…...Treasurer
Phone: (608)249-2233 E-mail: mchwgh@gmail.com

Two days ago, Captain Lewis and I visited the President’s
House to meet with Mr. Jefferson, a name I had heard quite
often during our travels, and it was quite exciting. The two
men showed much emotion in seeing each other again and
Mr. Jefferson kneeled down to greet me, petting me profusely. The President and Captain Lewis discussed many things;
the books my Captain had written in, plants he had with him,
and many other things I did not fully understand. Then maps
were placed on the floor and the two men were down on their
knees looking at them. I joined them as they crawled around
on the floor going from map to map. Mr. Jefferson seemed to
enjoy this as he put his arm around me
for support and we roamed the floor
together. Occasionally he would stop
and point at the map and ask me a question to which I would respond with a
bark or two and he would laugh. After
many hours, we departed the President’s
house and I think Mr. Jefferson liked
me. I don’t believe I broke any rules.

Board of Directors:
1-David Sorgel
(608)516-1830

E-mail: Davidsorgel5@gmail.com

2-Dick Campbell
(920)231-8267
3-Tom Strauss
(920)602-1639

E-mail: rmchistory@tds.net

E-mail: tormstrauss@gmail.com

Field Notes Editor:
Bill Holman
Phone: (608)249-2233 E-mail: wghmch@gmail.com
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